Recently, the 7 Li(p, a) 4 He and 19 F(p, a) 16 0 reactions 1 H> at the sub-Coulomb energy ranges have been studied in terms of direct reaction mechanism. The former reaction is involved in the p-p chain of the Hydrogen burning in primordial and stellar nucleosynthesis at thermonuclear energies, the later reaction is responsible for the burning of 19 F in the Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen (CNO) cycle. The investigation of the reaction mechanism of these reactions below the Coulomb barrier leads to the prediction of the creation of the elements in the early universe. No resonant behavior is observed for the ground state transition for the 19 F(p, a) 16 0 reaction up to about 500 keV, while the transitions to the excited states of 16 0 show marked resonance peaks. This indicates that the excited 20 Ne states in this energy range have only a small a+ 16 0(g.s.) component, meaning that the decay of the compound nucleus into the ground state of the exit channel is suppressed. Furthermore, in the reactions with a high Q-value such as the 19 F(p, a) 16 0(g.s.) reaction, the energy of the emitted particle is well above the Coulomb barrier in the exit channel. As a consequence, the ground state transition may be dominated by a direct reaction mechanism. Herndl et al.
>
have studied the reaction 19 F(p, a) 16 0(g.s.) in the framework of triton pick up as the reaction mechanism and in terms of the zero-range distorted wave Born approximation (ZR-DWBA) at energies of 250, 350 and 450 keV below the Coulomb barrier. They pointed out that the direct mechanism was dominant for this reaction in these energy ranges.
In this paper, we analyze the reaction 19 F(p, a) 16 0(g.s.) in the framework of the finite-range DWBA (FR-DWBA) instead of ZR-DWBA, considering the contributions to the exchange process as well as the direct process 4 H> and examine more precisely the direct reaction mechanism in thermonuclear energy regions. Until now disagree-ments between theoretical calculations, even though in terms of microscopic formalism with high accuracy, and experimental results for the cross sections with the three-nucleon transfer processes such as the (p, a) reaction have been reported to be remarkable.
In order to investigate in a consistent way the reaction mechanism of the 19 F(p, a) 16 0(g.s.) reaction at keV and MeV energy ranges, we adopted the spectroscopic amplitude determined phenomenologically by the analysis of the experimental angular distributions for the same reaction at Ep=18 MeV. 8 > A brief description of the transition amplitudes and the cross section are in § 2. In § 3, the results of the numerical calculation are given and some discussion is made in § 4. § 2. Formalism
In this section, we discuss briefly the FR-DWBA differential cross section including both the direct and exchange processes in the T(p, a)R reaction. 9 
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The differential cross section is given by (1) where M is the total transition amplitude which is the sum of the direct transition amplitude MD and the exchange one ME. The reduced mass and wave number in the initial (final) state are f.l.P (f.l.a) and kp (ka), respectively. The direct process (pickup and heavy-particle knockout) for the reaction T(p, a)R is described as p+ T(=t+ R)~R+a(=p+ t). (2) Similarly, the exchange process (knockout and heavy-particle pickup) is given by P+ T(=a+C)~R(=p+C)+a.
These relations are schematically shown in Fig. 1 .
In the expression (2), the target nucleus T is represented as bound states of a cluster t and a residual nucleus R. The emitted particle a is a composite of the transferred cluster t and an incident particle p. For the exchange process in the expression (3), a core nucleus C is transferred and the emitted particle a comes from the target nucleus T. The total transition amplitude M for the reaction is (4) with the statistical factors Nn and NE which depend on the number of transferable nucleons in each process. 12 
>·
13 > The FR-DWBA transition amplitudes MD and ME in the prior form are, respectively,
and (6) where the interaction between the cluster X and Y is VXY. The UPT is the optical model potential from which the entrance channel distorted waves are generated.
The entrance and exit channel wave functions xP and Xfn in the direct process are given by, respectively,
and (8) Similarly, the entrance and exit channel wave functions xl and xf in the exchange process are given by, respectively,
and (10) where rpp<+>(kp, rpT) and rpa<->*(ka, raR) are the distorted waves for p+ T and a+ R elastic scattering, respectively. The functions lf!I~M/~t, ~R, rtR), lf!I~Mp(~p), w~~tra(~p, ~t, rpt) and lf!I~kn(~R) are the internal or bound state wave functions for T, p, a and R, respectively, in the direct process. Similarly, the internal or bound state wave functions in the exchange process are lf!I~Mr(~a, ~c, rae), lf!I~Mp(~p), lJ!I~lraC~a) and lf!I~kn(~p, ~c, rpc) for T, p, a and R, respectively. The spin (its z component) and the internal coordinate of a particle X are lx (Mx) and ~x, respectively. The cluster expansions for the target nucleus T(=t+R) and the emitted particle a(=p+t) are given by and
with (4), we get the total transition amplitude M and the differential cross section. 9 >.ro>
In charged particle induced reactions, the reaction cross section a(E) at and far from the Coulomb barrier depends predominantly on the barrier penetration. For nonresonant reactions, the reaction cross section reduces to approximately
with 7J=ZpZre 2 /(nv) where 27r7J and S(E) are the Sommerfeld parameter and the astrophysical S(E) factor, respectively. The quantity S(E) defined by Eq. (13) represents the effects of the nuclear reaction only apart from the effect of the Coulomb barrier in the reaction cross section a(E). § 19 > which take account of the damping effects of the distorted wave functions in nuclear interior region are involved in calculating the distorted waves. The parameters fJ for the entr'ance and exit channels are 0.85 fm and 0.54 fm, respectively. In Fig. 2 
>
We can reproduce the experimental (unit: V(MeV), W(MeV), r(fm), a(fm)) differential cross section 21 > for p-' 9 F elastic scattering as a function of proton bombarding energy of 600-1500 ke V by making use of these optical potential parameters as is shown in Fig. 3 . In the exit channel a+ 16 0, we use the potential with the surface absorption term by Mehta et al.
22
> These optical potential parameters are shown in Table IV. In Figs. 4~6, the calculated results of the cross section at Ep=250, 350 and 450 ke V are shown with the contributions to the cross section from each process of the direct and the exchange, respectively. The solid line is the calculated result with the total amplitude Min Eq. (4) with the sv and SE obtained at 18 MeV. Also, the dotted line and dashed line are the calculated results of the direct process and exchange process, respectively. We find that the calculated solid curve is in good agreement with the experimental data all over the whole angles. The contribution of the exchange process to the angular distributions at backward angles is remarkable. We 1 > Furthermore, our FR-DWBA results show that the contributions to the cross sections from both effects of the direct and exchange processes are important in the reaction 19 F(p, a) 16 0(g.s.) in thermonuclear energy. In particular, the shape of the angular distributions at the backward angles cannot be represented without the consideration of the exchange process. The FR-DWBA treatment is more appropriate than the ZR-DWBA for this reaction at sub-Coulomb energy.
The astrophysical 5-factor in Eq.
AstrophysicalSfactor (13) can be parametrized in the analyti-
For nonresonant reactions, 5(E) factor is known to be generally constant in low energies. Our theoretical calculation yields 5-factor of 5(0)=7.685 MeV ·b, S(O)= -1.12 band 5(0)=2.00 MeV- energies of 250, 350 and 450 ke V below the Coulomb barrier are analyzed with the finite-range distorted wave Born approximation formalism including both the direct and exchange processes. We treated in a consistent way the reaction mechanism of the reaction of the 19 F(p, a) 16 0(g.s.) at keV and MeV energy ranges by adopting the spectroscopic amplitude obtained phenomenologically by the analysis of the same reaction at Ep=18 MeV. Good agreements between theoretical calculations and experiments were obtained for the shapes and the absolute magnitudes of the cross sections. Especially, the energy dependence of the differential cross section is nicely fitted to the data. The direct reaction mechanism is dominant for this reaction, in particular the exchange process plays an important role for reproducing the experimental angular distributions in ke V energy ranges.
